OLD WOOD.
NEW WALLS.
Keep ‘em Coming! Creative Suggestions from Creative Customers...
and the not so creative.
Hang Loose
•
•

pictures, mirrors, & wall décor can be hung directly into
AS-IS Wood Walls.
Make sure to follow normal hanging instructions. If the item
is heavy, you should ensure the screw(s) are long enough to go
through the AS-IS boards and into a stud.

Rusty Old Nail
•
•
•
•
•

Use nails of different sizes, old nails, bent nails, rusty nails.
Leave some nails out slightly, while hammering others very
deep.
Create rusty nails using water and the elements.
Hammer nails in and then hammer at an angle to create bent
nail look.
Add additional ‘nail’ or ‘insect’ holes using a drill or nail.

Color Me Bad
If the color is close, but slightly off what you need, you can make
the necessary changes using regular interior paint (acrylic latex).
Add highlights with a short brush, sponge, or airless sprayer.

Combo #9er
Combining pieces from different colors of AS-IS can create the right
custom wall color you’re looking for.
POPULAR MIXES:
• Adding a box of BLACK-ISH to highlight a RAW-ISH wall.
• Adding a box of WHITE-ISH to highlight a RED-ISH wall.
• Combining two colors equally to create a ‘half n’ half wall’.
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OLD WOOD.
NEW WALLS.
Designer Frames
•
•
•
•

Use leftover pieces to create picture frames.
Paint wall with chalkboard paint and then frame with AS-IS.
AS-IS to case a door or window & add some funk to a room.
Create a custom frame around ANYTHING hanging on
your-walls. Animal heads, hooks, etc.

Vanity For Your Vanity
Install AS-IS around a bathroom mirror to create some warmth
or contrast to your room.

Band Your Head
Install AS-IS directly on your bedroom wall to create a custom
headboard. This can be done directly onto the wall, or onto a
‘floating’ piece of plywood or OSB.

Hang Jackets & Jewelry Here
Install hooks, old doorknobs, railway spikes,horseshoes, etc. onto
an AS-IS wall. If items will be heavy, you should ensure the screw(s)
are long enough to go through the AS-IS and into a stud.

Leftovers?

Using a white sharpie, paint, or chalk, create a custom sign using extra pieces of AS-IS.
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